
CSE 105
Homework 2

Due: Tuesday October 4, 2016

Instructions

Homework should be done in groups of one to three people. You are free to change group
members at any time throughout the quarter. Problems should be solved together, not divided
up between partners. A single representative of your group should submit your work
through Gradescope. Submissions must be received by 11:59pm on the due date, and there
are no exceptions to this rule.

Homework solutions should be neatly written or typed and turned in through Gradescope
by 11:59pm on the due date. No late homeworks will be accepted for any reason. You will be
able to look at your scanned work before submitting it. Please ensure that your submission
is legible (neatly written and not too faint) or your homework may not be graded. A typed
PDF submission is recommended.

All relevant haskell files are available either from the course webpage, or in the $PUBLIC/HW2

directory on ieng6, and should be dowloaded or copied to your working directory in order to
work with them.
You may consult your textbook, class notes, lecture slides, instructors, TAs, and tutors for
help with homework. You should not look for answers to homework problems in other texts or
sources, including the internet. Only post about graded homework questions on Piazza if you
suspect a typo in the assignment, or if you don’t understand what the question is asking you
to do. Other questions are best addressed in office hours.

Your assignments in this class will be evaluated not only on the correctness of your answers,
but on your ability to present your ideas clearly and logically. You should always explain how
you arrived at your conclusions, using mathematically sound reasoning. Whether you use
formal proof techniques or write a more informal argument for why something is true, your
answers should always be well-supported. Your goal should be to convince the reader that
your results and methods are sound.

Reading Sipser Section 1.1

Key Concepts Deterministic finite automata (DFA), state diagram, computation trace,
accept / reject, language of an automaton, regular language, union of languages, concatenation
of languages, star of a language, closure of regular languages under operations.



1. (9 points)

(a) Assuming that the set of integers is closed under addition, prove that the set of integers that are
multiples of 4 is closed under addition.

(b) Is the set of integers that are not multiples of 4 closed under addition? Justify your answer with one
or two sentences.

(c) In JFLAP, construct a DFA over the alphabet {a, b} that recognizes the language

{w | |w| is a multiple of 4}

and that has at most 6 states. Along with the JFLAP diagram, include a brief description (in English)
of why each state is included and why you chose to make each state either accepting or non-accepting.

Optional: You can test your solution by saving your DFA in a file file.jff, and running the test program
runhaskell HW21test.hs <file.jff. If the test program tells you your solution is correct, you can be
sure you didn’t make any errors!

2. (10 points) Let Σ = {0, 1} and consider the language L consisting of all strings x ∈ Σ∗ which satisfy
all of the following three properties:

1. x has no leading 0s, i.e. it does not start with 0,

2. when viewed as a binary representation of a number (base 2), x is even,

3. when viewed as a binary representation of a number (base 2), x is not divisible by 4.

For example 10010 ∈ L since it has no leading zeros and is the binary representation of 18 (which is even and
not divisible by 4). On the other hand, 00010, 101, 1000000 are not in L. In JFLAP, construct a DFA with
no more than 10 states that recognizes L. Along with the JFLAP diagram, include a brief description (in
English) of why each state is included and why you chose to make each state either accepting or non-accepting.

Optional: You can test your solution by saving your DFA in a file file.jff, and running the test program
runhaskell HW22test.hs <file.jff. If the test program tells you your solution is correct, you can be
sure you didn’t make any errors!

3. (10 points) Let M = (Q,Σ, δ, q0, F ) be a DFA. Let w = w1w2 · · ·wn be a string accepted by M (where
each wi ∈ Σ), for which let r0, r1, . . . , rn be the corresponding accepting path (i.e. each ri ∈ Q).
Suppose that ri = rj for some i and j where 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Prove that, in addition to accepting w, M also
accepts some string w′ that is shorter than w.



4. (9 points) Consider the DFA M1

and the DFA M2

a. If we use the general constructions discussed in class and in the book for building a DFA whose language
is L(M1) ∩ L(M2), how many states would be in this DFA?

To confirm your answer, run the provided haskell program HW24.hs , which implements the closure con-
struction for this question using as arguments the files specifying the DFAs hw2M1.jff and hw2M2.jff.
(For this, you need the files DFA.hs, HW24.hs and the input DFAs files in your working directory, as well
as a running haskell imlementation with the xml package installed. Then run runhaskell HW24.hs

hw2M1.jff hw2M2.jff >out.jff to combine the automata in the two input files, and write the result
to out.jff.)

For full credit for this part of the question, including the image from JFLAP of the output file out.jff
as part of your assignment submission PDFfile and also explain why this DFA has the number of
states that it does by relating it to the machines M1 and M2 and the construction that was used.

b. Construct a DFA whose language is L(M1) ∩ L(M2) and which has at most 3 states. Along with the
state diagram, include a brief description (in English) of why each state is included and why you chose
to make each state either accepting or non-accepting. You may consider which states of the DFA
produced in part a. of this question are inaccessible or redundant to help you solve this part of the
problem.



5. (12 points)

a. For any language L over {0, 1}, ADDPREFIX0(L) is defined as the set

ADDPREFIX0(L) = {0w | w ∈ L}.

Prove that the class of regular languages over {0, 1} is closed under the operation ADDPREFIX0.
Note: your proof may not use the closure of the class of regular languages under concatenation.

b. For any language L over {0, 1}, DELPREFIX0(L) is defined as the set

DELPREFIX0(L) = {w | 0w ∈ L}.

Prove that the class of regular languages over {0, 1} is closed under the operation DELPREFIX0.

Optional: Haskell Project 1, due on Friday October 7, invites you to implement many of the constructions
from this assignment in haskell. Taking the time to do this will make sure you have a strong foundation in
DFA design and that you can precisely describe these DFA and their languages. We strongly encourage you
to work through as much of the Haskell Projects as you can (though the course credit for these projects can
be earned through participation in lectures or discussions).


